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Welcome 

From everyone here at UPRacing, both old and new, welcome to the 

November Newsletter. As we finish our third month with the new team 

we continue to build relations between the sections and focus on our 

new objectives. Here are some of the changes and accomplishments 

made in the past month. 

Advanced Engineering Show 

“On 31st October 4 team members and I visited the NEC in Birmingham 

for the Advanced Engineering trade show. The show gave a brilliant 

opportunity for us to talk to industry leaders in the automotive, composite 

and many other sectors. We were all inspired by the cutting edge 

technology demonstrated there, fuelling many new ideas for the UPR11 

car. The show also offered us the opportunity to talk to our long standing 

sponsors over at Formaplex. Their thoughts and feedback on our 

proposed aerodynamics package has been a real driving motivational 

point for team members. 

Offering us the opportunity to talk to companies who might be able to 

help the team in the future is always welcome. With many of the 

technologies being showcased at the event being new and leading the 

way in their sector, inspiring us all to think of how to innovate the cars 

design to keep up with an ever changing world. We’d like to thank the 

NEC & the organisers for a fantastic event and hope to see more next year!” 

Harrison Simpson – Vice Team Lead 

IMechE Learn to Win 2018  

“On the second week of October, 8 UPRacing team 
members & 2 UPRacing Electric team members attended 
Learn to Win 2018, hosted generously by the IMechE. The 
event kick-starts the Formula Student 2018/19 competition 
with the updated rules being released the night before 
along with some key dates. The event brings together 
Formula Student teams from across the UK to meet with 
event organisers, head judges / scrutineers & countless 
industry professionals. 
With the new and supplementary rules being released the night before, top designers from the UPR team were 
keen to receive advise and ask crucial questions on new designs for the UPR11 car – this gave an invaluable 
early insight. Learn to Win also hosted various presentations, training and Q&A sessions for all members to 
sink their teeth into, from project management to business and even scrutineering. UPRacing as a collective is 
passionate about knowledge transfer. We decided to bring members with a range of experiences aiming to 
excite newer members for the FS competition & give the more experienced members an opportunity to hone 
their current skillset. 
Overall everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves and definitely learnt more than a thing or two, we thank the 
IMechE for such an opportunity and hope to see everyone again next year!” 
 
Harrison Simpson – Vice Team Lead 
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New Members Reports 

“My role within the team is working on the clevis’ and steering bracket, 

which is within the suspension, steering and brakes section of the Design 

team. So far being a member of UPRacing has been a challenging but 

interesting experience, due to the steep learning curve. Before joining the 

team, I had never used CAD and FEA software like Creo or Ansys before, 

however the support and guidance I received because of this meant that I 

was able to progress quickly and strive to make improvements to the 

current parts. I have really enjoyed learning from past and present team 

members on how best to design the clevis’ and steering bracket, how to 

not over-engineer a part and ultimately the importance and function of 

each car component operating within the car. 

The current clevises are complicated to machine so the new designs 

should be much easier and cheaper to manufacture, while keeping the 

weight as low as possible. I started with the original clevis from which I 

removed the indent on the base and reduced its thickness, in order to 

simplify the part. I then ran FEA on this design using Ansys; I found that 

the stress on the sides of the clevis was too high, so I decided to remove 

these areas. Therefore, the next design I came up with had two of the 

sides removed so it looked like the letter ‘C’ from the side. This, shown on 

the FEA, reduced the stress but it was still over the desired limit. I also 

found that the larger the round at the base of the clevis the lower the 

stress. The final design I decided on was a version at the ‘C’ shape but 

this one has a thicker base on one of the sides, this is because it strengthens the side and therefore decreases 

the stress on it, it also reduces the deformation. As shown with the FEA, it was also within the limit of the 

maximum stress allowed for the part. This design is also lighter and much easier to machine than the original 

clevis.” 

Rachel Scott, BEng Mechanical Engineering (Year 1) – Design Team 

 

“As a new member of the maintenance and manufacture team of 

UPRacing, my experience thus far has been indispensable. This is due 

to having been given opportunity to work alongside my peers in 

learning and developing skills not just associated with automotive 

engineering, but skills that can be carried forward to a multitude of 

professional engineering fields in the future. These skills are taught to 

us by returning members of the UPRacing team, who much like us new 

members, come from a broad array of backgrounds and have gained 

the experience of having brought the UPRacing car from conception to 

fruition on the Silverstone track in years prior. Within the past four 

weeks we have already developed an in depth understanding of the car 

through the dismantling and reassembling of various systems, as well 

as tutorials such as CAD workshops, and a crash course on wire locking. 

I am excited to see how this project progresses in the following months 

ultimately leading up the final competition in Silverstone.” 

 

Thivesh Raj, BEng Mechanical Engineering (Year 2) –  

Maintenance & Manufacture Team 

 

 

 

Previous design with walled sides. 

Max stress FEA run on the new part. 

Working effectively as a team. 



CAD Tutorials 

As the remaining CAD tutorials have been completed, the team as a 

whole has a better idea of the inner workings of the car and the roles 

of the design team. In the tutorials, each member has drawn up parts 

from the car with guidance from the design leads. Each tutorial not 

only increased the cohesion of the team but provides invaluable 

practise of CAD software for our members, increasing our worth as 

an extra-curricular activity for aspiring engineers. 

Ice Skating Social  

On Wednesday 21st November the team headed down 

to the newly erected Portsmouth Guildhall Ice-skating 

rink. Upon arrival, the entrance building withheld an 

appropriately Christmassy atmosphere with real trees 

effusing that strong Norwegian spruce scent that many 

associate with this time of year. With skates fitted and 

strapped on, the team courageously headed out onto 

the ice at precisely 5 o’clock with the chiming clock bells 

of Guildhall echoing around the square. Nerves were 

definitely high to begin with. Some immediately clamped 

themselves to the perimeter barrier, whist others 

pushed themselves out into the open in the hope to 

adapt swiftly to the slippery surface. Regardless, it was 

thrilling to see every member improving their ability by testing their limits, even if there were a few falls. I 

think we definitely proved many an engineer can ice skate. Everyone appeared to enjoy the experience and 

some lasting memories were unquestionably made, most of them hilarious! The UPR-11 team is definitely a 

strong one! 

A message to our Sponsors and Supporters 

Special thanks must go to University staff, especially Rob Elliot and Geoff Britton for their support, services 

and technical expertise over the past month as the team goes through initial development for the year ahead. 

We would also like to thank Pall for allowing us to meet with them, sometimes out of hours, to talk through 

our design concepts, offering us their invaluable knowledge and feedback. 

 

The Design team developing their skills. 

UPRacing out on the ice. 


